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crane song, a band from liverpool, was formed in 2006, by the frontman trevor wright and fellow
musicians. the first album, entitled,crane song was released in 2009. they are currently signed to
rock action records. the band's music draws from a variety of musical genres and influences. they
have called influences such as the beatles, the kinks, the pixies, the grateful dead and neil young.

their second album, sons of gods, was released on april 8th, 2015 on rock action records. crane song
have been featured on the bbc introducing stage at glastonbury, t4 on the beach, kerrang radio, the

tube, xfm, global underground, and more. they have also been support on tour with the cribs, the
rifles, manic street preachers, modest mouse, the libertines, the who, the violent femmes, the

beautiful south, the temper trap, gerard way, the damned things, the magic numbers, the bluetones,
the psychedelic furs, the music, the beat, the fratellis, maroon 5, emarosa, the script, catfish and the
bottlemen, and imelda may. they have also been support on many tours with the cribs and modest
mouse. crane song have appeared in national and local newspapers and magazines, including the

sun, nme, q, louder, rock sound, and more. they have performed at the riot fest in toronto,
happening in west hampshire, and the café soccer field in southampton. they have also been

featured on national radio stations such as xfm and kerrang radio. they have been interviewed on
the bbc and itv and have played the main stage at many festivals, including reading and leeds,
download, latitude, t4 on the beach, summercase, the great escape, leeds festival, and more.
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it was a creative period, with the band on a little high. its been a bit of a mixed bag. were in a weird
spot in our career, and we really need the success of that record to take off so we can continue to
make records. the last two records were mixed by mark [cummings], but he left the band, and i
wanted to do it. but ive always mixed myself. the next record im going to mix myself. ive got a

couple of songs i want to mix, but its important that i take my time and do it the right way. theyve
got to be really strong records, so im going to do it the way that ill take the time and have the

discipline to make sure theyre really good. a few years ago, when i quit my previous band, we put
the song called light at the end of the tunnel on the sampler, and were told to send it out to radio.

we were told to add more guitars, because it needed to sound more like us. and so we did. we added
more guitars, and we added more drums. it was the song thats sold the most records. it was the

song that was on the sampler, and we just went into a studio and put it down. a couple years ago,
we took it out and put it on a sampler, and we were told to add more guitars and more drums, and
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we did. thats just how we do things, and it always sounds better the next time. i think a lot of bands
have that kind of problem with the idea of the album as an artistic statement. its all about the songs,

and that statement is what comes later, when you put the songs together and theyre all good. its
about having a catalog of songs that are really good. there is no other way to put it. i think that is

the definition of a good artist. 5ec8ef588b
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